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Education, Empowerment, Open Dialogue, Healthy Choices, and Self Love
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Happ E. SexTalk Founder, Erica M. Butler, 
M.Ed., is a sexual health educator, speaker, and 
advocate working to educate youth and adults 
about sexuality in a healthy, honest, positive 

way. Since the start of her career in 2005, she 
has obtained a Bachelors degree in Health Studies 

from Miami University and Masters in Human 
Sexuality Education from the Center for Human 

Sexuality Studies at Widener University. Erica is very 
passionate about creating discussions and opportunities for 

people to talk about sex and sexuality in happE (Healthy, 
Arousing, Positive, Pleasurable, Educated) way!  

Her mission is to create awareness, and give honest sexuality education that includes a multitude of 
topics. She presents these thoroughly researched topics with a humorous flare, and currently educates 
various groups such as parents, teens, religious institutions, young adults, college students, men, women, 
couples, etc. Her main topics are media literacy education, societal expectations & norms, gender 
inequalities, healthy & positive relationships, sexual communication, body image & self-esteem, as well as 
sexual health & awareness!

ABOUT E.
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Erica has presented at multiple large conferences all 
over the country and is often asked to participate in 
panel discussions be a guest speaker regarding sex 

and sexuality topics!  

Sessions have been developed, presented and discussed regarding topics 
such as sex positivity, black female sexuality, debunking sex myths and 

fighting against sexual stigma! The focus of most panel and guest 
speaking engagements include: women’s issues/gender inequalities, 

media literacy, pop culture based phenomenons, sexual pleasure, black 
bodies in the media, sexual empowerment and body positive/self-esteem. 

This experience is what makes Happ E. SexTalk’s panel discussions and guest 
speaking engagements a great experience at your event!

Erica uniquely develops classes and seminars to 
meet your school and assembly needs.  

The goal of these unique classes is to bring in a speaker who 
connects with students, patrons, parents, and faculty in a way 
that has lasting impact. Happ E. SexTalk has presented at 
High Schools across the country, developed sessions for 
Family enrichment centers, Boys and Girls Clubs, Public and 
Private Universities, and high school classrooms. There’s a wide 
range of workshops and sessions offered that provide the perfect 
solution to any programs’ need. 

Some of Erica’s most popular sessions include: 

• SEX E. ZONE: The Sex E. Side of Trivia 
• MEDIA N’ YOU: Analyzing Sexuality in the Media 
• YOU ARE ENOUGH: Building Esteem through Self Love 
• SEX E. TIME: You Think You Know, But You Have No Idea 

*descriptions of sessions can be found in the next few pages.

Classes & Assemblies

Conferences & Guest Panels
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Trade shows and conventions, such as Sexapalooza, are 
events where the more “adult friendly” workshops and 

seminars Erica offers have been showcased. If you 
need a more intimate and private event, adjustments 

can be made for this setting also! 

The wide range of workshops to choose from, provides the perfect solution 
to any of your event needs! The goal of these unique services is to have a 

speaker who connects with your guests so they feel comfortable discussing 
such intimate topics! Guests are guaranteed to be entertained, informed and 

consistently walking away from your event impressed with the quality of presenter 
you've selected.  

Some of Erica’s most popular sessions include: 

• THE WARM UP: Excitement, Arousal & Foreplay, Oh My! 
• IT’S A STIMULATION PARTY: Learning How to Please Yourself & Others 
• THE ART OF ORAL SEX 
• #KEEPITFRESH: A World of Sexual Fantasy & Mystery 
• WHAT’S YOUR POSITION: Speaking Up In Bed

The range of topics for these services are 
ultimately endless. There is definitely room for 
customized requests and needs of the group 
rendering Erica’s consulting and private event 
experience.  

In most cases, the size requested for these services are at least 
8 and no more than 20 or 25; however, this is also dependent 
on your specific needs and hopes for the event. Previous topics 
covered during consulting services range from couples 
“counseling” (a term used very loosely, as there is no counseling 
or therapy specific certifications on staff), relationship focused sessions (how to keep things interesting, getting partner(s) 
interested in trying something outside the norm, sexual functioning issues, etc.) to sessions resembling Q&A formats for all 
questions regarding sex and sexuality they have built up.

Consulting & Private Events

Workshops & Seminars
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THE SEX E. ZONE

With the SEX E. ZONE Erica uses trivia and games as a catalyst to talk to students, parents, and the public 
about sexuality in a positive way. People are challenged to answer questions, entertained, and eager to hear 
her explain each answer thoroughly, debunking all myths and preconceived notions about sex. By placing sex 
education within this format it allows for a more interactive seminar that makes people comfortable with the 
subject of sex, and allows for questions to be answered directly. People always leave the session more 
informed and with a stomach sore of laughter.
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MEDIA N’ YOU

This workshop focuses on the influences of media representations that portray very hypersexualized, often 
negative perspectives of female sexuality, and more specifically Black female sexuality. Discussions pertaining to 
what these images mean for ones sexual development and representation, pressures surrounding relationships and 
how to get attention from other people — whether good or bad, the societal norms and expectations based upon 
these media representations and many, many other topics are focused upon. Most importantly, with this workshop 
media literacy skills are learned, developed, and implemented in many interactive activities, group projects and 
even through the personal production of media that represents female sexuality in ways the participants choose, 
versus how the media too often chooses for them. 
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YOU ARE ENOUGH

SEX E. TIME

Too often in our society, the common beauty standards leave young females feeling less than when it comes to their 
physical appearance. These standards expect women to be an often too slim figure, with long blonde hair, blue 
eyes, and of course, more sex appeal than anybody can handle! This workshop focuses on building self esteem and 
establishing empowerment over their bodies in particular, but also establishing their own standards of beauty to live 
by! Having an opportunity to stand up against the outrageous, discriminatory, and body negative standards of 
society and exposing them to the body positive  movement’s message that YOU ARE ENOUGH!!! 
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Common myths, trends and facts about HIV/AIDS and Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs) are discussed in this 
workshop. In an extremely interactive session, participants are engaged in a trivia game, similar to the Sex E. Zone 
workshop formatted often for adults, to help debunk myths about HIV/AIDS and STIs! In addition to the trivia 
game, open dialogue about positive, effective communication styles and interpersonal relationships occurs with the 
purpose of discovering participant’s perceptions about these topics and subsequently helping refocus those 
perceptions, and maybe even introduce alternative perspectives/viewpoints they have yet to consider or have 
exposure to! 
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